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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Good afternoon! Everyone.My name is Inseon Kim from Korea. I am graduate student in Yonsei Univesity.The title of my talk is “A new class of parity-check concatenated polar codes using belief propagation decoding,” We developed decoding method for parity-check concatenated polar codes.I’ve done this work with my advisor Hong-Yeop Song also from Korea.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
I will first talk about polar codes and its various concatenated polar codesI will also talk to you what motivates this work.Then, I will introduce our proposed work, LDPC based parity-check concatenated polar codes; its construction, decoding methods, and show you our simulation results and parametersFinally, I will conclude my talk.



 Preliminary

Polar codes
Various concatenated polar codes



Polar Codes 

 Definition of Polar Codes

𝒄𝒄 = 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂, where 𝒂𝒂 = 1 0
1 1

⨂𝑡𝑡

Code rate 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 = 𝑘𝑘/𝑛𝑛

Successive Cancellation Decoding

 Decode messages sequentially
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𝑛𝑛 coded bits
𝑘𝑘 message bits
𝑛𝑛 − 𝑘𝑘 zeros

A polar code is defined by..
 Number of zeros (frozen bits)
 Position (index) of frozen bits
 Number of coded bits(𝑛𝑛 = 2𝑡𝑡)
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Now, I will briefly introduce polar codes.Polar codes discovered quite recently compared to other channel codes.Despite of young channel codes, it already became standardized for channel codes of 5G communication systems.Since it is a block code, its codeword can be generated by multiplying by message and generation matrix.The generation matrix is kroneker product.A polar code is defined by the number of zeros, indices of frozen bits and its number of coded bits usually power of 2.Because it has frozen bits, the most popular decoding for polar codes is successive cancellation decoding which decode messages sequentially.



Various concatenated polar codes

CRC Polar codes

Single Parity 
Check Polar codes

Multiple
SPCs Polar codes

Decrease
𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Despite polar codes has been proven to be achieve Shannon limit, polar codes for moderate length with SC decoding have bad error correcting performance.To attain good error correcting capability, there are various concatenated polar codes.In 2011, Tal and Vardy proposed CRC-aided SC list decoding whose have good error correcting performance In 2016, Wang et. al proposed parity-check concatenated polar codes using single parity-check instead of CRC.In 2017, Park et. al proposed generating parity-check equation to decrease the number of minimum distance codewords.In this talk, we propose parity-check concatenated polar codes with multiple SPCs acting like LDPC codes.



CRC-aided Successive Cancellation List 
Decoding of Polar Codes 

 Successive Cancellation List (SCL) Decoding with CRC codes [1]

• 𝐿𝐿 candidates of decoded message vectors for each stages

• Select the most reliable message vector; if satisfying the CRC, decoding ends
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Polar Codes

CRC
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In 2011, Tal and Vardy introduced CRC-aided successive cancellation list decoding for polar codes.This method makes polar codes getting more interesting attention not only in academy but also in industrial area since it outperform LDPC codes for short length.Successive cancellation list decoding for polar codes select L candidates of decoded message vectors out of 2L vectors for each stagesAt the last stage, one should select the most reliable message vector and then if it satisfy the CRC, the decoding ends.



Parity-Check Concatenated (PCC)
Polar Codes

 Successive Cancellation List(SCL) Decoding with SPC codes [2]

• SPC works in middle of decoding process

• Replace SPC instead of CRC

• More performance improvement than CRC-aided SCL decoding of Polar 
Codes and PCC polar codes 
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Polar Codes

SPC Encoder

Construct PC function in order to 
increase 𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 and decrease 𝑨𝑨𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 [3]
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In 2016, Wang et. al proposed parity-check concatenated polar codes for short we call it PCC polar codes which replace single parity-check instead of CRC.For PCC polar codes, the decoding methods also use SC list decoding. However, the difference is single parity-check works in middle of decoding process.In 2017, I participated the proposition of construction PC equation in order to increase minimum distance of codes and decrease the number of minimum distance codewords.It have more performance improvement than CRC-aided SCL decoding of polar codes and PCC polar codes.



Motivation

Multiple
SPCs Polar codes

Only 
detect 
errors

Correct 
some errors
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Here is motivation of my work.In CRC-aided SCL decoding of polar codes and PCC polar codes, the outer codes only detect errors and tell us just not select some candidates.We want to go further.To make outer codes correct some errors, we merge multiple single parity-checks acting like LDPC codes.We have a little bit of performance improvement.I will show you later with simulation results.



 LDPC based PCC polar Codes 

Construction
Decoding
Parameters and simulation results



LDPC based PCC Polar Codes

 Low Denstiy Parity-Check(LDPC) based Parity-Check concatenated polar 
codes 

• Construct PC functions similar to Raptor-Like LDPC Codes

• Use Belief Propagation(BP) decoding for LDPC based parity-check codes, SCL 
decoding for polar Codes 

• Slight performance improvement than PCC polar codes based on MHW 
codewords[3]

LDPC based
PC Encoder
(Multiple 

SPCs)

Polar
Encoder
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We now propose low density parity-check based parity-check concatenated polar codes.We construct multiple parity-check equations similar to Raptor-Like LDPC codes in sense that every check nodes has degree one variable node.The decoding methods for LDPC based PCC polar codes consist of two parts, belief propagation decoding and SC list decoding.We will explain the detail later.As mentioned before, it has slight performance improvement than PCC polar codes based on minimum Hamming weight codewords we proposed in 2017.



Construction of 
LDPC based PCC polar codes 

• Construction rules

 Every check nodes has one parity-check bits

 Degree of check nodes must be even number

 Information bits in less reliable subchannels connected to the check nodes

⋯

⋯ ⋯

Information bit parity bit
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
To begin with, polar codes consist of frozen bits and data bits. Data bits are divided into information bits and parity bits. To construct LDPC based PCC polar codes, there are some rules need to be followed.Rule 1. Every check nodes has one parity-check bits.To use the decoding procedure of PCC polar codes, this rule is very important. When information bits come out from the SCL decoding, we can calculate a parity bit from a PC equation.Rule 2. Degree of check nodes must be even number.This is quite obvious to make a PC equations work properly.Rule 3. Information bits connected to the check nodes settle in less reliable subchannels.Data bits of polar codes was selected from most K reliable subchannels.However, some suffer more reliable channels among them.So if we connect the PC equations with information bits who suffer less reliable subchannels, we have better chance to correct some errors. 



Decoding of 
LDPC based PCC polar codes 

• Parity-Check equation

 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 j-th parity bit

 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 bit index of j-th parity bit
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+

SCL decoding of Polar Codes
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𝑎𝑎1
𝑎𝑎2
𝑎𝑎3
𝑎𝑎4
𝑎𝑎5
𝑎𝑎6
𝑎𝑎7
𝑎𝑎8

𝑞𝑞1 = 𝑎𝑎3 + 𝑎𝑎5 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 2)
𝑝𝑝1 = 7

Frozen bit

data bit

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Now, I will introduce you how to decode LDPC based PCC polar codes.First, parity-check concatenated polar codes need to be decoded. Here are decoding methods.Successive Cancellation List decoding, as implied from the words itself, decode the message bits sequentially.For example, we will focus polar codes with length 8.A colored square means a frozen bit and a blank square is a data bit.Through SCL decoding, we get data bit sequentially, a_3, a_5, a_6, and so on.Single parity-check works middle of decoding procedure.Let say a_7 is 1st parity bit then, p_1, the bit index of 1st parity bits, is 7.We can calculate 1st parity bit, q_1, as a_3 plus a_5 modulus 2. 



Decoding of 
LDPC based PCC polar codes 

 LDPC based PCC polar codes decoding procedure

Frozen Data⋯

⋯

1. PCC Polar decoding

2. BP decoding

3. SCL decoding
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Here is overall decoding procedure of LDPC based PCC polar codes.First, PCC polar decoding performs to decode data bits, blank square, and parity bits, dashed square.Then, BP decoding for LDPC codes executes with some iterations.We need to mention that the termination condition of LDPC based PCC polar codes is different from that of LDPC codes.Every check nodes already satisfies parity-check equations, so BP decoding terminates when the number of iteration reaches the max number of iterations.Finally, normal SC list decoding performs to decode remaining data bits.



Simulation

 Parameters of LDPC based PCC polar Codes

• BPSK modulation, AWGN channels

𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐

Code rate 0.5 0.5

Code length 256 512

# of PC bits 18 24

# of PC equations 18 24

# of max iterations 10 10

# of connected info. bits 42 72
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Simulation Results
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Conclusion

 Construct LDPC based Parity-Check concatenated polar codes and its 
decoding methods

• Slight performance gain in sense of FER

 In future work,

• We will consider multiple LDPC based PC equations for polar codes

• We will concatenate linear block codes for outer and polar codes for inner 
with SC decoding 
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